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Expanded Rules
 It should be noted that these rules are far more specific than the rules

included in the game. Some rules are blurry on purpose and when in

doubt, just use best judgement! Bending the rules is what a ruler does

best! We set up our game the way we like to play, but that doesn’t

mean there’s one right way to play! We’ve often played this game in

completely different ways just to see what happens! If you're creative

enough to bend the rules to your strategy (given all these expanded

rules), then it's fair game and is highly encouraged!

Table of Issues

Version 2

If you couldn't find what you're looking for, contact us on

our website! This is a dynamic list of rules! We'd love your

input and we'll certainly add it into the next version!



Introduction to CASTLES Card Game

Castles is a party card game of strategy and

cunningness. You take the role of a king or queen,

seeking to destroy your opposition and claim yourself

as the rightful ruler of the throne. Start out with a

single castle and grow your kingdom until you and your

puppets are the sole survivors. On your way to victory,

you have the opportunity to make allies and enemies.

So, choose your battles wisely and make your friends

carefully because, in the end, only one ruler can take

the throne!

CASTLES 
CARD GAME



The Turn & Basic Game Play

1) Give each player a single CASTLE card

- Place the CASTLE in front of you on the table facing up

 

2) Shuffle stack of cards, and deal five cards to every player

- You may look at your cards

 

3) Place the deck within reach of everyone and establish a face up discard

zone next to it 

 

4) Players should fight it out to see who goes first

- Usually the previous winner goes first

 

5) The player who goes first, and all remaining players can play their turn

as follows (also next page for a visual of how to play):

 

Play as many CASTLE cards next to your current CASTLE card as

you'd like during a turn

 

Place only one DEFENSE card on any CASTLE 

 

Play as many CASTLE UPGRADES directly on top of your CASTLE

as you'd like during a turn 

 

In the first two rounds, you cannot use any ATTACK or attacking

SPECIAL cards

- One round is complete when all players have had one turn

- After two rounds are complete, you can play as many SPECIAL and

ATTACK cards as you'd like during your turn

 

6) Your turn ends when you draw to have a total of five cards in your hand

- You can discard any, all, or none of your cards to the center

Starting the Game



CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4 9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

8 KNIGHTS

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE
UPGRADE

10

ARCHER
TOWERS

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health from 5 to 10; this is not a

defense card, but replaces the castle's
health

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE
UPGRADE

10

ARCHER
TOWERS

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health from 5 to 10; this is not a

defense card, but replaces the castle's
health

Stack this defense card onto a

castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may

have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS
4

8 KNIGHTS

Use this attack card alone or

combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses

and castles 

The Turn & Basic Game Play
Example 1st or 2nd Turn (For Beginners)

Starting with your one CASTLE on the table, if this was

your hand...

You could do the following:

1)

2)

3)

Can't use these this turn (discard

or hold on to until you can)

You can play as many CASTLE Upgrades in a

turn as you'd like/have!



The Turn & Basic Game Play

How To Win
You can win in two different ways:

 

Eliminate all other players

- Destroy everyone's CASTLE and their DEFENSES

- If a player has a puppet, the puppet doesn't have to be

killed in order to win, but the player who has the puppet

must be eliminated, thus their puppet is also then

eliminated (See "SPECIAL Cards Explained")

- If you have a puppet, you don't have to kill your puppet.

You and your puppet technically win together

 

Build 6 CASTLES and keep them for a round

- While rare, the other way to win is for you or your puppet

to have 6 CASTLES in front of them and then hold all 6

CASTLES for one full round without any of the CASTLES

being destroyed

- You must have 6 CASTLES and the total cannot be split

between you and your puppet

- For instance, if you have 3 CASTLES and your puppet

has 3 CASTLES, that does not count. One of you has to

have 6 in front of you 

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle



CASTLE
5

Place your defenses toprotect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

Maximum of 3 DEFENSES on one CASTLE

(See "DEFENSE Cards Explained")

CASTLE
UPGRADE

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health to 8; this is discarded when the

castle is destroyed

8

GATE

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE UPGRADES are placed

over CASTLE cards to increase

the base value from 5 to 8 (or 5

to 10) (See "CASTLE Upgrades

Explained")

Diagrams (Cause we like pictures)

Additional CASTLES placed

next to each other

CASTLE card is under the

UPGRADE, the CASTLE'S

health is now 8

Example Game Set-Up

If you want to add a

DEFENSE that is of

higher value than any

others, see "DEFENSE

Cards Explained"



CASTLE Cards Explained!

A CASTLE itself has a health of 5

An ATTACK card with a minimum of 5 attack can eliminate a CASTLE (if

it's on its own)

The JESTER card can eliminate all CASTLES instantly if there aren't any

defenses on them (see "SPECIAL Cards Explained")

JESTER card can also steal your CASTLE with all of its defenses

A CASTLE can upgrade it's health

CASTLE UPGRADES can be placed over the CASTLE card to upgrade the

CASTLE's health from 5 to 8 or 5 to 10 (see "CASTLE UPGRADE Cards

Explained")

DEFENSE cards can be stacked on top of the CASTLE to increase it's health

A maximum of 3 defense cards can be stacked on the CASTLE

CASTLE Cards are the base for this game:

 

 

 

Play as many CASTLE cards as you'd like during any turn!

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle



10

MOAT
Place this over a castle to upgrade its

health from 5 to 10; this is not a
defense card, but replaces the castle's

health

CASTLE
UPGRADE

CASTLE
UPGRADE

10

ARCHER
TOWERS

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health from 5 to 10; this is not a

defense card, but replaces the castle's
health

CASTLE
UPGRADE8

THICK
WALLS

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health from 5 to 8; this is not a

defense card, but replaces the castle's
health

CASTLE
UPGRADE

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health from 5 to 8; this is not a

defense card, but replaces the castle's
health

8

GATE

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE
UPGRADE

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health to 8; this is discarded when the

castle is destroyed

8

GATE

UPGRADED

CASTLE card

underneath

the upgrade

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE
UPGRADE

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health to 8; this is discarded when the

castle is destroyed

8

GATE

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE card

underneath

the upgrade

CASTLE UPGRADE Cards Explained!

They cannot be removed by attacking

They do not count towards the total defense card count of three

There is no limit to how many can be played at one time

It now takes an attack of 8 or 10 to eliminate the whole CASTLE

JESTER cards can eliminate the whole CASTLE if there aren't DEFENSES

stacked on the upgraded CASTLE (See "SPECIAL Cards Explained")

CASTLE Upgrades are not considered a DEFENSE card:

 

They should be placed directly on top of a castle, and below any DEFENSE cards

already on the CASTLE
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DEFENSE Cards Explained!

They can be removed if an ATTACK card of equal or greater of

value is played (See "ATTACK Cards Explained")

To improve defenses when there are three, remove one and play

the new one on top (see page 10)

Defense cards are played on castles to protect them from attacks

 

Only one defense card may be played per turn without using a

RUSHED DEFENSES card (See "SPECIAL Cards Explained")

 

Only three DEFENSE cards may be played on one Castle, and must

always be arranged in the order they were played

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4 ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

6 SPEARMEN

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

7 SWORDSMEN

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

remove the defenses of your
enemies.

9 HORSEMEN10

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

TREBUCHET



DEFENSE Cards Explained!

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

To improve defenses when there are three, remove one and play

the new one on top (diagram below)

Only three DEFENSE cards may be played on one Castle, and must

always be arranged in the order they were played

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

7 SWORDSMEN

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4
Improve

DEFENSE Card

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

7 SWORDSMEN

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

7 SWORDSMEN

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

Improve

DEFENSE Card

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

Replaced the 7

with the 8 (place it

on top)

Replaced the 4

with the 5 (place it

on top)



To remove a card, the ATTACK card or combined ATTACK cards must add

up to equal or greater value than the DEFENSE card or cards

You can use one ATTACK card to remove more than one

DEFENSE/CASTLE card (as long as it is against one player)

You can use more than one ATTACK card to remove one

DEFENSE/CASTLE card (must add to equal or greater value)

ATTACK cards are used to destroy DEFENSE and CASTLE cards

 

There is no limit to the amount of attack cards that can be played

 

Play attack cards on the discard and announce which defense cards you are

removing

 

The ALLIANCE card allows another player to play their ATTACK cards with

you on your turn (Dee "SPECIAL Cards Explained"

ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles

PEASANTS4 ARCHERS5

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

6 SPEARMEN

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

7 SWORDSMEN

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

8 KNIGHTS

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

9 BALLISTAS

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

10 TREBUCHET

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

ATTACK Cards Explained!



CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

9 BALLISTAS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4

10 TREBUCHET

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

One attack card

could eliminate

more than one

DEFENSE card on

any opponet's

CASTLE

6 SPEARMEN

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles

PEASANTS4

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castleStack this defense card onto a

castle to increase its health by
the amount shown; you may

have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4

9 BALLISTAS

Use this attack card alone or
combine it with others to

destroy an opponent's defenses
and castles 

ATTACK Cards Explained!
So long as the ATTACK card(s) is used on one opponent, you can split

the amount of any of the opponent's CASTLES and their defenses

OR

One ATTACK card

could eliminate more

than one DEFENSE

card on any

opponet's CASTLE

One Opponents CASTLES
Can split

ATTACK

card values

among any or

all CASTLES

for one

opponet 



RUSHED
DEFENSES

Play this card either as one of
two defense cards or on the

discard to allow you to play two
defense cards in one turn

3 This card can do two actions: discard this card if you have

two other defenses in your hand you wish to play on any of

your castles (or the castles of your puppet) or play this card

as a defense card on one of your castles along with another

defensive card that's in your hand. If this is the only defense

card in your hand, you may choose to play this as the only

defense card you have on one of your castles, discard it, or

save it in hopes you'll get another defense card after

drawing new cards. 

RUSHED
DEFENSES

Play this card either as one of
two defense cards or on the

discard to allow you to play two
defense cards in one turn

3

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castleUse this attack card alone or

combine it with others to
remove the defenses of your

enemies.

9 HORSEMEN10

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

TREBUCHET

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4

To place

down two

additional

defenses on

any

CASTLE 

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castleUse this attack card alone or

combine it with others to
remove the defenses of your

enemies.

9 HORSEMEN10

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

TREBUCHET

RUSHED
DEFENSES

Play this card either as one of
two defense cards or on the

discard to allow you to play two
defense cards in one turn

3
OR

As one of

your two

defense

cards that

you want to

play on any

CASTLE

ALLIANCE

Use this card to invite another
player to use attack and

special cards on your turn;
their cards still impact you

The ALLIANCE card allows you to bring in another player to

play ATTACK and SPECIAL cards on your turn, but that

doesn't mean you are immune to the cards they play. For

instance, if a SPECIAL card is played and affects all players

(CANNON FIRE), then it affects you too. This card only allows

another player to play their cards in their hand while it is your

turn (so long as it is only ATTACK and SPECIAL cards). The

player invited may refuse to play, and the player cannot play

defense cards or discard during their invitation. However, if

they use cards during your turn, they must draw to have 5

cards in their hand before the next player's turn begins. If

you're the one who played the ALLIANCE card, you can still

play as if it was  a normal turn, but now you can combine

ATTACK cards with another player if you choose. 

SPECIAL Cards Explained!

Can play Rushed

Defenses...

IN DISCARD



SABOTAGE

Use this card to remove the
top most defense card from
an opponent's castle; this

cannot be blocked

This card is played on the discard to remove the

DEFENSE card of your choice on the very top of

an opponent's CASTLE. If the opponent does

not have any DEFENSES on their CASTLE, this

does nothing. This

SPECIAL Cards Explained!

This card is played on the discard to remove all

top most cards on every opponent's CASTLE and

cannot be blocked.  If there is only one defense

card on the CASTLE, then it removes that card.

If an opponent does not have any defenses on

their CASTLE(S), then that CASTLE is left alone. 

"Top most"

DEFENSE Card

CASTLE
5

Place your defenses toprotect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

ARCHERS5

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE
UPGRADE

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health to 8; this is discarded when the

castle is destroyed

8

GATE

8 KNIGHTS

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

6 SPEARMEN

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castleStack this defense card onto a

castle to increase its health by
the amount shown; you may

have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4

RUSHED
DEFENSES

Play this card either as one of
two defense cards or on the

discard to allow you to play two
defense cards in one turn

3

CASTLE
5

Place your defenses toprotect this castle

CASTLE
UPGRADE

Place this over a castle to upgrade its
health to 8; this is discarded when the

castle is destroyed

8

GATE

Not

effected

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

Diagrams for SABOTAGE & CANNON FIRE

CANNON FIRE

Use this card to destroy the
top most defense card on each
castle of every opponent; this

cannot be blocked



This card can do two actions: eliminate all

CASTLES (including CASTLES with CASTLES

UPGRADES) that do not have any defenses

stacked on them OR steal a CASTLE (with all of

its defenses and upgrades) from another

opponent as long as  its not their last CASTLE

(in other words, you cannot "kill" an opponent

or puppet through stealing their last CASTLE).  

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

10

MOAT
Place this over a castle to upgrade its

health from 5 to 10; this is not a
defense card, but replaces the castle's

health

CASTLE
UPGRADE

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

6 SPEARMEN

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

These would be

discarded/eliminated

OR could be stolen 

These CASTLES would be

safe against the JESTER

killing undefended

CASTLES, but one could be

stolen

JESTER

Use this card to destroy all castles
without defenses (including yours)
or to claim an opponent's castle as

your own (cannot be their last);
this cannot be blocked

SPECIAL Cards Explained!

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

CASTLE5

Place your defenses to
protect this castle

10

MOAT
Place this over a castle to upgrade its

health from 5 to 10; this is not a
defense card, but replaces the castle's

health

CASTLE
UPGRADE

RUSHED
DEFENSES

Play this card either as one of
two defense cards or on the

discard to allow you to play two
defense cards in one turn

3

Stack this defense card onto a
castle to increase its health by

the amount shown; you may
have up to three on one castle

PEASANTS4

With either option, the player must place this card in the

discard and state which function they'd like to have the card do.

In addition, if chosen to eliminate all CASTLES without

defenses, this affects all of your CASTLES too.



SPECIAL Cards Explained!
This card is used to block incoming ATTACK cards. Blocks

can be played for anyone on anyone's turn. You can block

for an opponent, you can block for your puppet, and your

puppet can block for you. If the card says it cannot be

blocked, then this card cannot be used. Also, if an opponent

uses ATTACK cards  against you and you block it, that

opponent cannot use ATTACK cards on you for the rest of

their turn (but SPECIAL cards that cannot be blocked can

still affect you).  

BLOCK

Use this card to block incoming
attacks (unless stated on the
card) by a player to either you
or an ally of your choice; this

can be played on any turn 

A puppet state (or puppet) is a player who has been revived.

While the puppet state cannot win, they can help their "master"

win. If the "master" of the puppet dies, the puppet also dies. If the

puppet dies, the "master" is still in the game. Upon being revived,

the puppet state draws three cards into their hand (they can

only have three cards for the rest of the game) and finds a

CASTLE card from the discard (if they cannot find one there,

they can look through the deck and shuffle the deck afterwards).

You can look at each other's hands and talk about strategy, but

the "master" tells the puppet how to play their cards. 

PUPPET

Use this card to resurrect a
dead player as your puppet

state; you control their
actions

If a player has placed down ATTACK cards on you and you haven't used your

BLOCK card yet, but decide to BLOCK in the middle of them placing ATTACK

cards, all of the ATTACK cards (and blockable cards) that they played on you

no longer affect you and you can take back any defenses or CASTLES/CASTLE

UPGRADES that their ATTACK cards removed. 

The "master" and the puppet can play DEFENSE cards or CASTLE cards onto

each other during their turn,  but the same rules apply for DEFENSE cards: only

one can be played per turn. If you or the puppet decide to play a DEFENSE card

on each other, then you cannot play another DEFENSE card during your turn. In

addition, they cannot play during each other’s turn without an ALLIANCE card

(cannot play DEFENSE cards if you're invited to play with the ALLIANCE

card). If a puppet state draws a PUPPET card, the new puppet belongs to the

original player, and the same rules apply.



Tips & Tricks from the Inventors

The Infamous: 'One Castle Strategy' 

The One Castle Strategy is a more advanced tactic, where you

intentionally throw away all but one of your Castle cards. This works

great if you think your opponent has a Jester card, because then they

cannot steal it. Be careful though, you have to defend it very well, so

this strategy works best with a block card and high defense cards. To

use this strategy, you also give up the chance that you can win with

six Castles. 

Matthew - Inventor & President

If you have the choice, I recommend placing your DEFENSE cards on

your CASTLE in order of greatest to least. For example, if you have

two DEFENSE cards, one worth 5 health and one worth 9 health, a

strategy would be to place your 9 health one down first and then your

5 (either after another turn or through using a RUSHED DEFENSE

card). I recommend this order because if a SPECIAL card was used

against you, resulting in you having to remove the top most DEFENSE

card off of your CASTLE, it isn't the highest valued DEFENSE card

that your CASTLE has. Also, the higher DEFENSE card allows you to

be "more safe" for a turn if you're in the attacking rounds. 

Trinity - Marketing & and Design Manager 

Rhys - Inventor & Financial Manager
When I play, I like to hold off taking someone out of the game until I

have a PUPPET card in my hand. This allows for other players to

attack them as well before I use my PUPPET card to bring them back

into the game immediately. Another tip is to bring back the player

directly to your left so that they can play immidiately after your turn

ends.



Some SPECIAL Situations

Running out of CASTLES for a PUPPET
Sometimes, when you revive a puppet, there are not enough

Castle cards to give them a Castle. If that is the case, simply

use the Puppet card as a Castle.

Reviving a PUPPET before the end of two
turns

Special cards are allowed during the first two rounds, so long as

they don't attack anyone. Therefore, theoretically it is possible

to revive a puppet in the first two rounds if someone walks up to

the game, but wasn't originally dealt in.

Discarding from the table
There is no rule against discarding your cards (CASTLES,

CASTLE Upgrades, and DEFENSES) on the table. You may

discard as many of your or your puppet's cards from the table

into the discard as you please.

Blocking an alliance combined attack
If an ALLIANCE card is used and two players combined their

cards to eliminate more than one DEFENSE, the BLOCK card

blocks all of the cards for one of the players that allianced

together; that player cannot use blockable cards for the rest of

whoever's turn it is. However, the other allianced player can still

play ATTACK cards and their cards initially would affect you. If

the ALLIANCE had to combine two or more cards to eliminate one

DEFENSE and a BLOCK card is used, the BLOCK goes to all the

ATTACK cards considering all were needed and were not split

amongst other DEFENSES. All the ATTACK cards are discarded.



Helpful Questions Asked

Thank you to everyone who has sent us emails and

messages asking for clarification on rules! Your curiosity

and confusion helps improve our game for others, so

please keep sending all your questions and we'll add it to

the next version of these rules.

About DEFENSE Cards
Can you play more than one DEFENSE card on a

turn if they are on different CASTLES?

No, you can only play one DEFENSE card per turn total,

unless you have a RUSHED DEFENSE card. You can play a

DEFENSE card on yourself, your puppet or another player,

but you may only play one for your turn, so you have to

chose where your one DEFENSE card is played on that turn. 

About CASTLE Upgrade Cards
Do CASTLE Upgrades count as a DEFENSE card?

No, CASTLE Upgrades are essentially a CASTLE card with a

higher health value and can only be played on top of a

CASTLE. As a result, they cannot be removed when

SPECIAL cards like CANNON FIRE and SABOTAGE are

used. In addition, they do not count toward your maximum of

three DEFENSES on a CASTLE, so feel free to have a

CASTLE Upgrade on the CASTLE and three DEFENSE cards

stacked on top. 



Helpful Questions Asked

About the BLOCK Card
Can you block a block card? 

No, BLOCK cards can only be used for ATTACK and SPECIAL

ATTACK cards that can be blocked. 

About ATTACK Cards
When DEFENSE and ATTACK cards are tied (have

the same value), which card "wins"? 

The ATTACK card would eliminate the DEFENSE card

because ATTACK cards can remove DEFENSE cards equal

or lesser in value. ATTACK cards must be equal or greater in

value than the DEFENSE card to remove it. 

Can you use two ATTACK cards to destroy one

DEFENSE?

Yes! You can combine ATTACK cards to destroy one

DEFENSE, you can use one ATTACK card to eliminate more

than one DEFENSE, and you can use one ATTACK card to

destroy one DEFENSE. You can even use one ATTACK card

to eliminate more than one DEFENSE on more than one

CASTLE (as long as it is on a singular opponent)


